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Red Tiger presents: Ultra Rich
Welcome, ladies and gentlemen, to the glitz and glamour of Ultra Rich!

Spin your way to riches with the Wheel Bonus, triggered by the Wheel Bonus scatter landing on the middle reel. 
Watch in awe as the wheel spins, revealing stake multiplier prizes hidden within its gleaming sectors. But hold 
onto your seats – certain sectors offer a tantalizing chance for a Wheel Respin, granting extra spins for even 
more opportunities!

Ascend to new heights with the Wheel Upgrade, unlocking the Super Wheel and the Mega Wheel for truly 
colossal prizes. And with the Prize Multiplier adding an extra layer of exhilaration, Ultra Rich promises a game 
show experience that’s as exciting as it is rewarding.

The spotlight is on you as we dive into the luxurious world of Ultra Rich! 

 • Trigger the Wheel Bonus for a chance to spin your way to incredible prizes.

 • Unlock the Super Wheel and Mega Wheel with Wheel Upgrade for colossal 
winnings.

 • Multiply your rewards with the Prize Multiplier. 

HIGHLIGHTS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Volatility

Hit Frequency

Min Stake

Max Stake

5/5 (High)

5/5 (High)

€/£/$ 0.10

€/£/$ 40

Non-jackpot RTP options

With-Jackpot RTP options

90.74%, 92.70%, 94.77%, 95.75%

90.09%, 90.69%, 92.72%, 94.76%

Features

Win Lines

5 (Wild, Wheel Bonus, Wheel Respin, Wheel Upgrades, Prize Multiplier Reel)

25

Reels x Rows

Max Win

5 x 3

20,835
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GAME FEATURES

DESKTOP + MOBILE

The Wheel Bonus scatter symbol exclusively appears on the middle reel. When it 
lands, it triggers the Wheel Bonus feature. During this bonus round, spin the wheel to 
receive the prize indicated by where it stops. The sectors of the wheel contain stake 
multiplier prizes.

Wheel Respin
Certain sectors on the wheel feature a respin icon alongside the prize. If you land on 
a sector with this respin icon, you not only receive the awarded prize but also earn an 
extra spin on the same wheel.

Wheel Upgrade
Above the reels, there’s a progress bar divided into 2 stages, each containing 3 lights. 
When you trigger the Wheel Bonus game, one of these lights activates. Once all 3 
lights within a stage are illuminated, a new wheel is unlocked in the game. This process 
can unlock 2 new wheels: the Super Wheel and the Mega Wheel. 

Unlocking the Super Wheel results in 2 sectors on the base wheel transforming into 
green Upgrade sectors. These sectors not only award a prize but also provide an 
extra spin on the Super Wheel. 

Once the Mega Wheel is unlocked, Upgrade sectors also appear on the Super Wheel, 
granting an additional spin on the Mega Wheel.

The base wheel holds the following prizes: 5x, 10x, 15x.

The Super Wheel holds the following prizes: 10x, 15x, 20x, 25x, 30x, 40x, 50x.

The Mega Wheel holds the following prizes: 30x, 40x, 50x, 60x 80x, 100x, 200x, 
300x, 500x, 1000x.

Prize Multiplier Reel
Both the Super Wheel and the Mega Wheel include a multiplier reel positioned above 
them. This reel displays a random assortment of multiplier values, including 2x, 3x, 4x, 
5x, 10x, and 20x, as well as a diamond shape indicating an empty position. When 
the wheel spins, the multiplier reel also rotates simultaneously. If the wheel lands on a 
multiplier, the prize from the corresponding sector is multiplied accordingly.

Wheel Bonus

Comment

Non-jackpot RTP Options

With-jackpot RTP Options

OSS Game Type

ultrarich

ultrarich

RTP

90.74%, 92.70%, 94.77%, 95.75%

90.09%, 90.69%, 92.72%, 94.76%

OSS ID

ultrarich0000000

ultrarich0000000

About Red Tiger Jackpots
Like all Red Tiger slots, Ultra Rich may be taken with or without Red Tiger jackpots. If a jackpot version of the base game is taken, it must be paired with a jackpot 
contribution to get the final overall RTP of the game. For example pairing the with-jackpot base game certified at 90.09% RTP and adding a 1% jackpot contribution 
gives an overall RTP of 91.09%. The RTP of the jackpot contribution itself is 100%.

Game ID

UltraRich

UltraRich

GAME IDs and RTPs

Download the full promo pack: HERE

1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%Jackpot Contributions

https://clientarea.evolution.com/red-tiger/games/ultra-rich

